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A B S T R A C T   

The cleavage of the axial S(Met) – Fe bond in cytochrome c (cytc) upon binding to cardiolipin (CL), a glycer-
ophospholipid of the inner mitochondrial membrane, is one of the key molecular changes that impart cytc with 
(lipo)peroxidase activity essential to its pro-apoptotic function. In this work, UV – VIS, CD, MCD and fluorescence 
spectroscopies were used to address the role of the Fe − M80 bond in controlling the cytc-CL interaction, by 
studying the binding of the Met80Ala (M80A) variant of S. cerevisiae iso-1 cytc (ycc) to CL liposomes in com-
parison with the wt protein [Paradisi et al. J. Biol. Inorg. Chem. 25 (2020) 467–487]. The results show that the 
integrity of the six-coordinate heme center along with the distal heme site containing the Met80 ligand is a not 
requisite for cytc binding to CL. Indeed, deletion of the Fe – S(Met80) bond has a little impact on the mechanism 
of ycc-CL interaction, although it results in an increased heme accessibility to solvent and a reduced structural 
stability of the protein. In particular, M80A features a slightly tighter binding to CL at low CL/cytc ratios 
compared to wt ycc, possibly due to the lift of some constraints to the insertion of the CL acyl chains into the 
protein hydrophobic core. M80A binding to CL maintains the dependence on the CL-to-cytc mixing scheme 
displayed by the wt species.   

1. Introduction 

Eukaryotic cytochrome c (cytc) is a small globular protein located in 
the periplasmic space of mitochondria [1–9]. Its six-coordinate heme c 
forms two thioether bonds with the sidechains of Cys15 and Cys17 and is 
surrounded by a hydrophobic environment, whereas its proximal and 
distal axial coordination positions are occupied by a histidine (His18) 
and a methionine (Met80), respectively [1–7,9,10]. Due to its stability, 
availability and peculiar spectroscopic and redox properties, cyto-
chrome c has been widely used as a model system to unravel the mo-
lecular details of biological electron transfer [1,11–16] and protein 
folding [5,17–25]. 

Mitochondrial cytc is best known as an electron transfer protein, 
shuttling electrons from complex III of the mitochondrial respiratory 
chain to cytochrome c oxidase [1–3,6,9]. However, it is also an effective 
antioxidant and detoxifying agent, scavenging reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) from healthy cells [8,26]. Moreover, upon ejection out of the 
mitochondrion, cytochrome c exerts an important pro-apoptotic 

function by forming a multimeric complex with Apaf-1, ATP and pro- 
caspase-9 (apoptosome) [1,4,5,8,27–31]. The latter function is related 
to its specific interaction with cardiolipin (CL), a negatively charged 
glycerophospholipid forming the 25% of the total lipid content of the 
inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM) [8,27–30,32,33]. This interac-
tion results in a strong binding of the protein to the IMM [34–37], which 
induces its unfolding and the cleavage of the Fe − S(Met80) bond, 
imparting cytc with a significant (lipo)peroxidase activity, essential to 
its pro-apoptotic function [1,5,8,9,27,29,30,33,38–43]. 

Understanding of the molecular details controlling the cytc-CL inter-
action is crucial to unravel the molecular origin of partition of the protein 
between its respiratory, antioxidant and proapoptotic functions 
[1,5,36,37,42,44,45]. Extensive research [1,5,20,27,28,36,37,41,42, 
44,46–63] has revealed the existence of multiple protein-CL interaction 
modes, which turn out to be sensibly influenced by the experimental 
conditions (pH, ionic strength, CL liposome type and content, protein 
coverage and curvature of the membrane surface), affecting both the dis-
tribution of the protein structures and the degree of CL-induced protein 
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unfolding [1,5,28,36,37,39,41,42,44,46,47,64–66]. In spite of their het-
erogeneity, the data available demonstrate that cytc binding to CL- 
containing membranes is guided by electrostatic forces as well as by hy-
drophobic interactions [1,5,28,33,35–37,42–44,47,50,51,64,65,67–69]. 

Due to the above-mentioned data heterogeneity, it is not surprising that 
different mechanisms have been proposed for cytc anchoring to CL mem-
branes. The “extended lipid anchorage” hypothesis [1,8,29,30,34, 
35,37,49,57,69–75] assumes that after electrostatic interaction with a 
cluster of surface lysines, one or two CL acyl chains insert into cytc hy-
drophobic core forcing the protein into a more open conformation and 
disrupting the Fe − S(Met80) bond. Alternatively, a “peripheral binding 
mechanism” was proposed [41,45,46,62,65,67,76,77] according to which 
CL-bound cytc exists in a globular, non-native form (C form) in equilibrium 
with a largely unfolded species (E form), responsible of the observed lipo- 
peroxidase activity [41,45,46,62,65,67,76,77]. Cyt crowding on the 
membrane surface significantly influences the relative amount of the two 
species, as the equilibrium progressively shifts form the C to the E form as 
the membrane surface becomes less crowded [45,51,65,78,79]. Moreover, 
it appears that the concave curvature of the IMM may significantly influ-
ence the conformational rearrangements of cytc as well as its peroxidase 
activity in the early stages of apoptosis, since its behavior changes upon 
binding to concave or convex membrane surfaces [65]. Recently, it was 
suggested that the extended lipid anchorage mechanism and the peripheral 
binding mechanism prevail at low and high CL/cytochrome c molar ratios, 
respectively [39]. 

The disruption of the Fe − M80 bond upon interaction of ferric cytc 
with CL-containing vesicles leads to a main low-spin six-coordinate His/ 
His species in equilibrium with a limited amount of a high-spin five- 
coordinate species, featuring a Fe-His metal center [1,5,8,15,30,34, 
36,37,39,45,49,53,54,59,75,80–82]. This change in axial coordination 
is required to turn CL-bound cytochrome c into an efficient lipo- 
peroxidase able to catalyze the peroxidation of CL. Consistently, the 
Met80Ala (M80A) variant of cytochrome c (lacking the Fe − M80 bond) 
and the bis-His axially-ligated cytc conformers possess increased 
peroxidase and nitrite reductase activities and can mediate the electro-
catalytic reduction of O2 [15,24,81,83–90]. Interestingly, the sponta-
neous release of M80A from mitochondria to the cytoplasm and nucleus 
does not induce apoptosis, possibly as a result of its inability to activate 
the apoptosome [84]. Beyond CL interaction, disruption of Fe − M80 
ligation and axial ligand swapping were observed also upon tyrosine 
nitration under nitrative stress conditions [1,37,53,63,84,91–94] and 
cytc adsorption onto structured molecular assemblies [89,95]. 

Surprisingly, the role of the Fe − M80 bond in controlling the cytc-CL 
interaction has not been specifically addressed so far. To clarify this issue, 
in this work we analyzed the binding of the M80A variant of S. cerevisiae 
iso-1 cytochrome c (ycc hereafter) [15,24,25,83,85–87,96–101] to CL li-
posomes [35,53,64,73,74,80,102] in comparison with that of the wt 
protein using different spectroscopic techniques (UV − vis, CD, MCD and 
fluorescence emission). Since the mechanism of cytc binding to anionic CL 
liposomes is significantly influenced by CL/protein ratio [1,5,8,30,37,39, 
42,44–46,65,79], the study was carried out both at low (from 0.5 to 10) 
and high (from 5 to 60) CL/M80A molar ratios, using the same experi-
mental conditions previously applied for wt ycc and its KtoA mutants 
[39]. We found that M80A does specifically bind to CL-containing 
membranes and that the structural and stability effects induced by the 
deletion of the Fe-M80 bond has a limited impact on the mechanism of the 
cytc-CL interaction, which in turn confirms its marked dependence on the 
way CL and cytc are added. Moreover, the increased heme accessibility of 
M80A to solvent results in an enhanced affinity for CL at low CL/cytc 
molar ratios compared to wt ycc, possibly due to the easier insertion of the 
CL acyl chains into the protein hydrophobic core. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

CL from bovine heart (3.92 mM ethanolic solution, purity ≥97%) 
was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. and used without further pu-
rification. All chemicals were reagent grade. Doubly distilled water was 
used throughout. 

2.2. Protein production and isolation 

The M80A mutant of recombinant S. cerevisiae iso-1 cytochrome c 
(M80A hereafter) was expressed and isolated as described previously 
[85–87,99,103]. The variant is nontrimethylated and carries the C102T 
mutation to prevent protein dimerization [85–87,99,103]. 

2.3. Spectroscopic measurements 

The interaction between M80A and CL was investigated following 
the changes induced in the electronic absorption (360–460 nm), CD 
(240–320 nm and 360–460 nm) and MCD (360–460 nm) spectra as well 
as in the fluorescence emission spectra (308–560 nm) of the protein by 
stepwise addition of a few microliters of a 3.9 mM CL ethanolic solution 
to protein buffered solutions [35,39,53,64,73,74,80,102]. All experi-
ments were carried out at 25 ◦C with protein solutions freshly prepared 
before use in 5 mM Hepes buffer at pH 7; the protein concentration was 
checked spectrophotometrically, using ε405 = 121,700 M− 1 cm− 1 

[96,97]. Initial protein concentration was 5 μM. The electronic ab-
sorption, CD and MCD spectra were recorded with a Jasco J-810 spec-
tropolarimeter using a quartz cuvette of 0.5 cm path length. In all cases, 
spectra were recorded 20 min after mixing. As no further spectroscopic 
changes were observed for longer waiting times, we assumed that 
equilibrium conditions were achieved 20 min after mixing. The mag-
netic field for MCD measurements was provided by a GMW Magnet 
system Model 3470 split coil superconductivity magnet with a maximum 
field of 1 Tesla (T). Both CD and MCD spectra were measured in θ =
mdeg. The former were converted to molar ellipticity [θ] using the 
conversion factor [θ] = θ(deg) • 100/(d • c), where c is the protein con-
centration (mol/dm3) and d is the thickness of the sample (path length, 
0.5 cm) [22,104,105], while the latter were converted to Δε [M− 1 cm− 1 

T− 1] using the conversion factor Δε = θ/(32980⋅c⋅d⋅B), where c is the 
protein concentration, B is the magnetic field (1 T), and d is the thickness 
of the sample (path length, 0.5 cm) [39,99,106–108] The fluorescence 
emission spectra were recorded with a Jasco FP-6200 spectrofluorimeter 
with a quartz cuvette of 1 cm path length, using the following acquisi-
tion parameters: excitation wavelength 295 nm, bandwidth 5 nm, data 
pitch 1 nm, scan rate 250 nm/min. Following each CL addition, fluo-
rescence spectra were recorded at 2 min time intervals, until two iden-
tical consecutive spectra were obtained. 

2.4. Schemes of CL addition to ycc 

For each protein, measurements were carried out in the presence of 
low (from 0.5 to 10) and high (from 5 to 60) CL/ycc molar ratios [39]. 
Spectra were recorded using CL/M80A ratios of: 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 
3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 9, 10, and 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 
40, 45, 50 and 60, respectively [39]. 

2.5. Dynamic light scattering measurements 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed with 
a Malvern Instruments Zetasizer Nano ZS. Data were collected using the 
SG and LA scheme in the presence of 5 μM M80A in 5 mM HEPES buffer 
at pH 7.0 [39]. The results are reported in terms of intensity distribu-
tions, where the area of the peak corresponding to each distribution is 
proportional to the intensity of scattered light. As previously reported 
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[39], in the absence of CL aggregates with diameters of 615 nm are 
observed (Tables 1 and 2). 

It appears that both the SG and LA addition schemes result in solu-
tions containing a mixture of two different liposome distributions 
(Table 1 and 2): one featuring an average diameter roughly lower than 
200 nm and a second one with average diameter higher than 3000 nm, 
which is comparable to that of Giant Unilamellar Vescicles [109]. The 
latter liposomes have a higher contribution to the overall scattered light 
in the solutions obtained with the LA scheme, featuring high CL con-
centrations. However, it should be noted that the intensity of the scat-
tered light is propotional to the sixth power of the liposome radius, 
resulting into an overestimation of the concentration of large liposomes 
(> 3000 nm). The aggregates with diameters of 600–800 nm observed 
for [CL]/[M80A] ≤ 20 with the LA scheme (Table 2) most probably do 
not correspond to CL liposomes, since similar species are observed also 
in absence of CL. 

3. Results 

3.1. Absorption, MCD and CD spectra in the Soret region 

The electronic absorption and MCD spectra of ferric M80A in the 
Soret region at pH 7 in the absence of CL (Figs. 1 and 2 and Table 1) 
match those reported previously [15,25,96,97,99,110]. The spectra 
indicate the presence of a prevailing 6-coordinate His/OH− low spin 
(LS1) form [15,85,87,96,97,99,101,110,111], in equilibrium with a 
minor high-spin (HS1) form, revealed by the broad shoulder at 396 nm 
observed in the 2nd derivative absorption spectra (Figs. 1b and 2b and 
Table 1). 

The CD signal associated to the Soret band has been widely used to 
probe for the structural changes in the heme environment 
[35,44,51,64,65,79,109,112], since a substantial part of the observed 
Cotton effect of the Soret band results from dipole-dipole coupling 
involving the π→π* transitions of the heme and nearby protein chro-
mophores as well as from non-planar deformations of the heme [44]. In 
particular, the negative component of the pronounced couplet typical of 
the native form of cytochromes c has been considered a probe of the 
environment on the Met80 side of the heme pocket and its decrease, or 
disappearance, has been associated with the formation of non-native 
protein conformers, involving the rupture the Fe3+-Met80 axial bond 
[35,44,51,64,65,79,109,112]. The CD spectrum of M80A shows an 
intense peak at 403 nm (Figs. 1d and 2d), which is sensibly blue-shifted 
compared to the wt protein [35,51,64,65,79,109,112], and no trough, in 
agreement with the mutation-induced removal of the Fe3+-Met80 axial 
bond [110]. 

3.2. Near-UV CD spectra and fluorescence emission spectra 

Both near-UV (250–330 nm) CD spectra and fluorescence emission 
spectra provide information on the protein environment surrounding 
Trp59, which is located in the heme crevice of folded cytochromes c 
[22,25,50,110]. Therefore, both techniques are extensively used to 
monitor the unfolding of cytochromes c, being particularly sensitive to 
changes in the overall folding [22,25,104,105,110,113–117]. 

The near-UV CD spectrum of wt ferric ycc contains a number of small 
positive bands between 250 and 265 nm, arising from tyrosine side 
chains [104] and porphyrin transitions [113], and two sharp negative 
bands at 282 and 289 nm, assigned to transitions involving the Trp59 

Table 1 
Size of the liposomes observed in solution containing 5 μM ycc in 5 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.0 in the presence of the same CL concentration used to study the CL-M80A 
interaction using low (0− 10) CL/M80A molar ratios, obtained with small and gradual CL additions (SG scheme). The average liposome diameters and their relative 
contribution to the total liposomes population are extracted from the intensity distribution plots.  

[CL]/ 
[ycc] 

Average diameter 
species 1 

Average diameter 
species 2 

Average diameter 
species 3 

Average diameter 
species 4 

% species 
1 

% species 
2 

% species 
3 

% species 
4 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

0 615   – 100    
1  47 205 –  14.1 85.9 – 
2  68 164 5560  32.8 63.2 4 
3  99 436 5210  52.3 44.7 3 
4  119  5550  95.6  4.4 
5  106  3560  97  3 
6  92 487 3550  66.6 28 5.4 
7  110  5550  95.7  4.3 
8  76 449 4600  66.8 29 4.2 
9  50 166 5300  52.7 46.2 1.1 
10  104  4605  95.7  4.3  

Table 2 
Size of the liposomes observed in solution containing 5 μM ycc in 5 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.0 in the presence of the same CL concentration used to study the CL-M80A 
interaction using low (0–60) CL/M80A molar ratios, obtained with small and gradual CL additions (LA scheme). The average liposome diameters and their relative 
contribution to the total liposomes population are extracted from the intensity distribution plots.  

CL]/ 
[ycc] 

Average diameter 
species 1 

Average diameter 
species 2 

Average diameter 
species 3 

Average diameter 
species 4 

% species 
1 

% species 
2 

% species 
3 

% species 
4 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

0 615    100    
5 597 54 –  17.6 82.4   
10 629 65 5193  87 9.3 3.7  
15 243 57 5450  21.3 77.2 1.5  
20 800 69 5280  19.3 78.1 2.6  
25  82 2000   74 26  
30  78 2100   84.8 15.2  
35  80 1796   78.3 21.7  
45  70 5390 367  72.7 4.1 23.2 
55  108 4470 360  70  30  
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side chain (Figs. 1e and 2e) [22,104,113]. The fluorescence emission 
spectrum of mitochondrial cytochromes c shows high-intensity and low- 
intensity bands, identified as F and P bands, respectively [79,118]. The 
former is due to the fluorescence emission of Trp59, whereas the origin 
of the phosphorescence-like P-band has not yet been identified [79,118]. 
In folded cytochrome c, Trp59 fluorescence emission is quenched by 
heme, but sharply increases when the residue moves away from the 
metal center, due to protein unfolding [22,50,51,65]. Moreover, the 
location of fluorescence peak is sensitive to the polarity of the envi-
ronment surrounding Trp59 [22,50,51,65,79,118]. 

The quenching of the Trp59 fluorescence emission observed for the 
M80A variant (Figs. 1f and 2f) and the similarity of its near-UV CD 
spectrum to that of wt ycc indicates that deletion of axial Met80 ligand 
does not sensibly modify protein folding [22,104,105,110]. On the other 
hand, the significant red shift (~ 30 nm) of the fluorescence emission 
maximum compared to wt suggests an enhanced polarity of the Trp59 
environment in the mutant, likely as the result of an increased solvent 
accessibility following removal the axial Met80 [22,51,65,79,110,118]. 

Fig. 1. (a) Electronic absorption spectra; (b) 2nd derivative electronic absorption spectra; (c) MCD spectra; (d) CD spectra in the Soret region; (e) near-UV CD spectra 
and (f) fluorescence emission spectra of the M80A mutant of S. cerevisiae iso-1 ferricytochrome c in 5 mM Hepes buffer at pH 7 for [CL]/[M80A] 0–10.0. Initial 
protein concentration was 5 μM. [CL]/[M80A] = 0.0, black; [CL]/[M80A] = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, red; [CL]/[M80A] = 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, blue; [CL]/[M80A] =
5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, green; [CL]/[M80A] = 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, pink. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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3.3. Effects of CL addition on the absorption, MCD, CD and fluorescence 
emission spectra of M80A 

3.3.1. Low CL/M80A molar ratios (from 0.5 to 10) obtained with small 
and gradual CL additions (“SG scheme”) 

3.3.1.1. Absorption, MCD and CD spectra in the Soret zone. Upon addi-
tion of small increasing concentrations of CL, the Soret band in the ab-
sorption spectra and the single trough in the corresponding 2nd 
derivative spectra redshift by 1–2 nm (Fig. 1a,b and Table 3), whereas 
the broad shoulder observed in the 2nd derivative spectra around 397 
nm disappears for a [CL]/[M80A] ratio of 4.0 and is replaced by new 
shoulder at 395 nm at higher [CL]/[M80A] ratios (Fig. 1b and Table 3). 

An isosbestic point is observed at 401 nm for [CL]/[M80A] ratios be-
tween 1 and 4 (Fig. 1a). The S-shaped MCD signal associated with the 
Soret band slightly redshift (Fig. 1c and Table 3), retaining its sym-
metrical shape. An isodichroic point at 407 nm is observed for [CL]/ 
[M80A] ratios between 1 and 3.5 and above 4.5, respectively. 

Both the Soret band intensity and the peak-to-trough distance of the 
corresponding MCD signal increase up to a [CL]/[M80A] ratio of 3.5 and 
decreases upon further CL addition (Fig. 3a,b). These spectral changes 
indicate that the major low-spin His/OH− -ligated form (LS1M80A) and 
the minor high-spin form (HS1M80A) observed in the absence of CL both 
transform into a second LS conformer (LS2M80A) for [CL]/[M80A] ratios 
up to about 3.5–4.0 (Table 4). The spectroscopic features of LS2M80A are 
closely similar to those of the His/His axially coordinated conformer of 

Fig. 2. (a) Electronic absorption spectra; (b) 2nd derivative electronic absorption spectra; (c) MCD spectra; (d) CD spectra in the Soret region; (e) near-UV CD spectra 
and (f) fluorescence emission spectra of the M80A mutant of S. cerevisiae iso-1 ferricytochrome c in 5 mM Hepes buffer at pH 7 for [CL]/[M80A] 60.0. Initial protein 
concentration was 5 μM. [CL]/[M80A] = 0.0, black; [CL]/[M80A] = 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, red; [CL]/[M80A] = 20.0, 25.0, 30.0, blue; [CL]/[M80A] = 35.0, 40.0, 45.0, 
green; [CL]/[M80A] = 50.0, 60.0, pink. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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the M80A mutant observed in the presence of high urea concentrations 
[25]. This suggest that upon interaction with CL the M80A variant un-
dergoes the same axial ligand swapping to a His/His axially ligated form, 
observed for wt ycc and its KtoA mutants in the presence of similar [CL]/ 
[M80A] ratios (Table 4) [39]. The monophasic increase in the Soret 
band intensity and in the peak-to-trough distance of the corresponding 
MCD signal observed for [CL]/ [M80A] ratios up to 3.5 (Fig. 3a,b) 
suggests that formation of LS2M80A occurs in a single step, in contrast to 
the two-step process observed for wt cytc [39]. In the presence of [CL]/ 
[M80A] ratios above 5.5, the LS2M80A species transforms into a new 
high-spin form (HS2M80A), whose spectroscopic properties apparently 
differ from those of the HS1M80A conformer (Table 4). Unfortunately, 
the low protein concentration (5 μM) required to achieve high CL/cy-
tochrome c molar ratios prevented an analysis of the charge transfer 
bands typical of HS ferric hemes, observed in the 600–650 nm region 
[119–121]. 

Increasing concentrations of CL sensibly alter both the position and 
intensity of the CD signal associated to the Soret band, without signifi-
cantly modifying its shape (Fig. 1d). Initially, the single peak blue-shifts 
to 400 nm (up to a [CL]/[M80A] ratio of 3.5), but then moves back to 
401 nm at [CL]/[M80A] = 10.0, whereas its intensity sensibly increases 
up to a molar ratio of 4.5 and decreases at ratios higher than 6.0 
(Fig. 1d). This behavior parallels that of the corresponding UV–vis and 
MCD spectra. 

3.3.1.2. Near-UV CD spectra and fluorescence emission spectra. Addition 
of small increasing concentrations of CL simplifies the near-UV CD 
spectrum of the M80A variant (Fig. 1e), as the two sharp negative bands 
at 282 and 289 nm and the three maxima at 255, 260 and 265 nm 
progressively decrease in intensity and disappear at [CL]/[M80A] ratios 
above 3.0. These changes suggest that disruption of the tight packing of 
core residues occurs in the mutant upon increasing [CL]/[M80A] ratios 
up to 3.0. No significant changes are observed at higher ratios. 

The Trp59 fluorescence emission of M80A significantly increases up 
to [CL]/[M80A] ratio of 4.0 (Figs. 1e and 3c), indicating that upon CL 
binding the residue moves away from the heme [50,51,65] due to the 
progressive loss of the protein tertiary structure. The observed increase 
of the Trp59 fluorescence emission show the same monophasic behavior 
observed for the Soret band and the corresponding MCD signal (Fig. 3c). 
No significant changes are observed upon further CL addition. Inter-
estingly, upon increasing [CL]/[M80A] ratios the peak emission slightly 
blueshifts, from 360 nm ([CL]/[M80A] = 0) to 355 nm ([CL]/[M80A] ≥
6) (Fig. 1f and Table 1), consistent with Trp59 experiencing a slightly 
less polar environment. 

3.3.2. High CL/M80A molar ratios (from 5 to 60) obtained with large CL 
additions (LA scheme) 

3.3.2.1. Absorption, MCD and CD spectra in the Soret zone. Upon 
increasing the [CL]/[M80A] ratio by 5 or 10 unit steps, from an initial 
value of 5 to a final value of 60, the Soret band and the single trough 
observed in 2nd derivative UV–Vis spectra red shifts by 1–2 nm (Fig. 2a, 
b and Table 3). The broad shoulder observed in the 2nd derivative 
spectra around 397 nm disappears for [CL]/[M80A] of 10.0 and a new 
shoulder appears at higher ratios (Fig. 2a,b and Table 3). The S-shaped 
MCD signal associated with the Soret band slightly redshifts (Fig. 2c and 
Table 3), retaining its symmetrical shape. An isodichroic point at 404 
nm is observed for [CL]/[M80A] ≥ 10.0 (Fig. 2c). 

The Soret band intensity and the peak-to-trough distance of the 
corresponding MCD signal increase up to [CL]/[M80A] ratios of 15.0 
and decrease at higher ratios (Fig. 4a,b). These spectral changes indicate 
that the native LS His/OH− ligated form (LS1M80A) and the minor high- 
spin form (HS1M80A) transform into a second LS conformer (LS2M80A-hr, 
where hr stands for [CL]/[M80A] high ratios), which is completely 
formed at a molar ratio of 15 (Table 4), whose spectroscopic electronic 
and MCD spectra in the Soret region are closely similar to those of 
LS2M80A, indicating the same bis-His axial heme coordination. The 
appearance of shoulder at 397 nm in the 2nd derivative spectra (Fig. 2b) 
and the concomitant decrease of the intensity of the Soret band and of 
the corresponding MCD signal (Figs. 2a,c and Figs. 4a,b) indicates that a 
limited amount of a high-spin species (HS2M80A-hr) is formed for molar 
ratios above 15 (Table 2) [35,49,53,69,81,122]. 

CL addition strongly affects both the shape and the intensity of the 
CD signal associated to the Soret band (Figs. 2d and Table 3). The peak 
becomes more intense and blue-shifts from 403 to 397 nm up to a [CL]/ 
[M80A] ratio of 25.0, while a deep trough at 414 nm appears at a molar 
ratio of 20.0 (Figs. 2d and Table 3), as previously reported for wt ycc and 
some of its KtoA variants [51]. No significant changes occur upon 
further CL addition. 

3.3.2.2. Near-UV CD spectra and fluorescence emission spectra. The two 
sharp negative bands at 282 and 289 nm disappear at [CL]/[M80A] 
ratios above 5.0 and the three maxima between 255 and 265 nm pro-
gressively decrease in intensity (Figs. 2c). These spectral features sug-
gest that the tight packing of core residues of M80A is disrupted at [CL]/ 
[M80A] ratios above 10.0. 

The emission fluorescence spectra of M80A show a relevant increase 
of the Trp59 fluorescence coupled to a significant blue shift of the peak 
emission (from 360 to 346 nm) up to a [CL]/[M80A] ratio of 10.0. As 
limited changes are observed at higher CL concentration (Figs. 2f and 
Table 3), the loss of M80A tertiary structure is almost complete at [CL]/ 

Table 3 
Wavelengths of the relevant spectral features of the UV-Vis, MCD, CD and fluorescence emission spectra for the M80A mutant of Saccharomyces cerevisiae iso-1 cy-
tochrome c in the presence of low and high CL/M80A molar ratios.  

Low CL/M80A molar ratios 

[CL]/[M80A] 
Absorption MCD CD Fluorescence emission 
Soret 2nd derivative peak trough zerocross peak trough  

0 404 406, 397 (sh) 397 412 405 403 – 360 
3.5 406 407 398 413 406 399 – 358 
5.5 406 407, 395 (sh) 398 413 406 402 – 355 
10 405 407, 395 (sh) 398 413 406 401 – 354  

High CL/M80A molar ratios 

[CL]/[M80A] 
Absorption MCD CD Fluorescence emission 
Soret 2nd derivative peak trough zerocross peak trough  

0 404 406, 397 (sh) 397 412 405 403  360 
5.0 404 406, 397 (sh) 398 413 406 404 – 346 
10.0 405 406, 397 (sh) 398 413 406 401 – 346 
15.0 406 407 398 413 406 399 – 346 
20.0 406 407 398 413 406 399 414 346 
60.0 406 407, 397 (sh) 398 413 406 398 413 347  
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[M80A] = 10.0. Moreover, the greater blueshift of the peak emission 
(15 nm) compared to that observed with the SG addition scheme (5 nm) 
indicates that, upon increasing the CL/M80A molar ratio by 5 or 10 unit 
steps, Trp59 moves to a much less polar environment. 

4. Discussion 

The Met80 belongs to the least stable portion of cytc, usually indi-
cated as red foldon [18,123–126]. Although the Fe − S(Met80) bond 
forms in the last phases of protein folding and dissociates during the 
early steps of unfolding [18,123–126], it significantly contributes to the 
overall stability of the 3D structure of wt cytc. Indeed, its deletion 
severely reduces the resistance of M80A to urea-induced unfolding 
compared to the wt protein, lowering the ΔG◦H2O

u for the protein both in 
solution and immobilized on negatively charged SAMs that mimic the 
IMM [24,25]. Since the axial coordination of the heme iron heavily in-
fluences the reactivity of cytc [1–3,5–8,29,30,37,44], the Met80-Fe 
bond is the molecular trigger controlling the role of mitochondrial cy-
tochrome c in vivo. Indeed, its involvement in the mitochondrial ET 
chain is strictly related to the presence of the Fe − S(Met80) bond, since 
the positive reduction potential of the Fe(III/II) couple in native cytc 
mainly depends on the selective stabilization of the ferrous form by the 
soft sulfur donor of Met80 [16,90,127]. On the other hand, cleavage of 
the Fe − S(Met80) bond, due to protein unfolding or Met80 deletion, 
transforms cytc into an effective oxidoreductase possessing significant 
pseudo-peroxidase and pseudo-nitrite reductase activities, essential to 
its pro-apoptotic and detoxifying roles [1,2,4,5,8,29,30,37]. It is there-
fore important to single out the influence of the Fe − M80 bond on the 
cytc-CL interaction, since its cleavage is invariably observed upon cytc 
binding to CL-containing membranes. 

The significant spectral changes induced by increasing CL concen-
trations demonstrate that cardiolipin specifically interacts with M80A, 
remarkably affecting both its overall conformation and the electronic 
properties of the heme, as previously observed for wt ycc and some KtoA 
variants [39]. Hence, deletion of the Fe − M80 bond does not prevents 
cytc binding to CL-containing membranes.  

4.1.1. Low CL/M80A molar ratios (from 0.5 to 10) obtained with small 
and gradual CL additions (“SG scheme”) 

Upon small and gradual CL additions, wt ycc undergoes an axial 
ligand swapping for [CL]/[cytc] ratios up to 5.0, resulting in a low-spin 
His/His axially coordinated conformer (LS2wt) [39]. Formation of LS2wt 
is a two-step process, as expected according to the “extended lipid 
anchorage” model, which assumes that after electrostatic interaction 
with surface lysines, one or two CL acyl chain insert into hydrophobic 
channels of cytc connecting the protein surface to the heme cavity 
[8,30,34,70,72–74]. This event forces cytc into a more open confor-
mation by disrupting the hydrogen bond connecting His26 and Glu44 

(caption on next column) 

Fig. 3. Changes in a) the extinction coefficient of the maximum of the Soret 
band, b) the peak-to-trough difference in the MCD signal associated with the 
Soret band and c) the intensity of the fluorescence emission observed for [CL]/ 
[M80A] from 0 to 10.0 for the M80A mutant of S. cerevisiae iso-1 ferricyto-
chrome c. Protein dilution after each CL addition was considered when calcu-
lating the ε404 and ΔΔε values as well as the changes in fluoresce emission. 
Solid lines are simply drawn through the data point to clarify the CL-induced 
changes and do not correspond to least squares fits. The red plots reported in 
a) and b) describe the changes in the extinction coefficient of the maximum of 
the Soret band at 407 nm and the peak-to-trough difference in the MCD signal 
associated with the Soret band observed for wild type S. cerevisiae iso-1 ferri-
cytochrome c, respectively (from ref. [39]). (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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(ycc) or Pro44 (horse and human cytc) as well as the Fe − S(Met80) bond 
[1,29,37,39,43,64,128,129]. Moreover, a small amount of a high spin 
form (HS1wt) is observed in the presence of [CL]/[cytc] ratios ≥5.0 
[39]. 

The overall behavior of M80A in the same experimental conditions is 
reminiscent of that of wt ycc (Table 4), since the observed spectral 
changes indicate that formation of a His/His axially coordinated 
LS2M80A form similar to LS2wt occurs for [CL]/[M80A] ≤ 3.5 together 
with disruption of the tight packing of the core residues and a reorga-
nization of the heme crevice. However, formation of the LS2M80A species 
occurs at lower [CL]/[M80A] ratios compared to LS2wt and is accom-
plished in a single step (Fig. 3 and Table 4). Hence, deletion of the Fe −
M80 bond increases the affinity of M80A for CL and alters its binding 
mechanism compared to the wt protein. Interestingly, a similar effect 
was observed for the K73A/K79A, K72A/K79A and K72A/K73A/K79A 
variants and was attibuted to an easier conversion into a more open 
conformation, due to the mutation-induced cleavage of the H-bond be-
tween the Nε of His26 and the backbone oxygen of Glu44 [39,128,129]. 

Both the increased affinity for CL and the altered binding mechanism 
of M80A fit with its lower ΔG◦H2O

u compared to wt ycc, since an easier 
protein unfolding would facilitate heme axial ligand swapping upon CL 
binding as well as the transition to a more open conformation as a 
consequence of insertion of CL acyl chains into the protein hydrophobic 
core, as predicted by the “extended lipid anchorage” model. The struc-
tural effects of the M80A mutation [111] should not significantly affect 
the electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged groups of 
CL and the surface lysines, as the overall fold of M80A is superimposable 
to that of the wt protein (Fig. 5), whereas insertion of CL acyl chains into 
the protein hydrophobic core should be facilitated, compared to the wt 
protein. Indeed, the replacement of the axial Met80 with an alanine 
produces a wide cavity on the distal side of the heme [111], which 
greatly increases its accessibility compared to the wt protein and 
therefore can easily accommodate one of the CL acyl chains (Fig. 5). 
Insertion of the CL acyl chain into the M80A core would reduce the 
polarity of the heme crevice, resulting in the 5-nm red shift (from 360 to 
355 nm) of the Trp59 fluorescence emission observed upon CL binding 
(Fig. 1f and Table 1). Moreover, inspection of the 3D structure of M80A 
reveals that the H-bond between the Nε of His26 and the backbone ox-
ygen of Glu44 is cleaved, as in the above mentioned KtoA variants [111]. 
These mutation-induced structural effects should result in an easier 
insertion of the CL acyl chains into the protein hydrophobic core 

compared to wt ycc, enhancing the affinity of M80A for CL to such an 
extent that the preliminary electrostatic step and CL insertion to form 
LS2M80A would coalesce into a single-step process. 

4.1.2. High CL/M80A molar ratios (from 5 to 60) obtained with large and 
abrupt CL additions (“LA scheme”) 

The spectral changes observed for M80A upon large additions of CL 
indicate that for [CL]/[M80A] lower than 15, the native LS His/OH−

ligated form (LS1M80A) and the minor high-spin form (HS1M80A) 
transform into a new LS form (LS2M80A-hr), featuring the same bis-His 
axial coordination for the heme group as LS2M80A (Table 4). Axial 
ligand swapping is accompanied by disruption of the tight packing of the 
core residues and the loss of the protein tertiary structure. Hence, for-
mation of LS2M80A-hr conformer occurs at larger CL/M80A molar ratios 
compared to the LS2M80A obtained with the SG scheme (Table 4), which 
is completely formed for [CL]/[M80A] = 3.5. Indeed, the electronic, 
MCD, near-UV CD and fluorescence emission spectra recorded at [CL]/ 
[M80A] = 5 upon a single and large CL addition are very similar to that 
of the native LS1M80A His/OH− ligated conformer (Table 3), indicating 
that limited axial ligand swapping and disruption of the protein fold 
occur, compared to those observed when the same CL/cytc molar ratio is 
obtained more gradually and with smaller CL additions. Hence, it turns 
out that the LA addition scheme affects the structure of the M80A 
mutant less efficiently than the SG addition scheme, as previously 
observed for wt ycc and some KtoA mutants [39]. 

Comparison of the Trp59 fluorescence emission spectra in the pres-
ence of [CL]/[M80A] ratios of 5 and 10 (Figs. 1f and 2f) reveals that the 
LA addition scheme induces a much greater blue shift (from 360 to 346 
nm) of the emission peak compared to the SG addition scheme (from 360 
to 355 nm) (Figs. 1f and 2f and Table 1), indicating that in the former 
case Trp59 moves to a much less polar environment. Therefore, it ap-
pears that, although LS2M80A-hr and LS2M80A share the same bis-His 
heme axial coordination, the CL-bound M80A mutant adopts different 
conformations depending on the CL addition scheme, indicating that the 
effect of CL binding on the overall structure of ycc is affected not only by 
the CL/cytc ratio, but also by the way in which such ratio is obtained. 

The available data indicate that both wt and M80A, under the LA 
scheme, interact with CL mainly through electrostatic interaction fol-
lowed by anchoring through the peripheral binding model 
[41,45,46,62,65,67,76,77], which implies a progressive shift from the C 
to the E form as cytc crowding on the membrane surface decreases 

Table 4 
CL/M80A molar ratios at which changes in the axial ligation and spin state of the ferric heme center occur for the M80A mutant and the wt form of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae iso-1 cytochrome c. 

a From ref. [39]. 
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[45,51,65,78,79]. Indeed, high CL concentrations in lipid layers and 
large available membrane surface areas induces massive cytc unfolding 
[5,28,39,51,65,79,109]. This is supported by the dynamic light scat-
tering data, which show that under the LA scheme, a significant amount 
of CL liposomes comparable to Giant Unilamellar Vescicles are detected 
in the presence of high CL concentration (Table 4). As previously noted 
[39], the observed behavior is consistent with the two consecutive 
intramolecular structural rearrangements occurring upon binding of ycc 
on the surface of 100% CL liposomes at slightly alkaline pH values, 
which involve a small heme-centered structural rearrangement followed 
by partial protein unfolding at higher CL/cytc ratios [50,51,65]. In 
principle, the two consecutive intramolecular structural rearrangements 
could correspond to the transition to the LS2M80A-hr and the conversion 
of LS2M80A-hr to HS2M80A-hr, respectively. 

The higher efficiency of the SG addition scheme in inducing axial 
ligand swapping and disruption of the protein fold is not consistent with 
the peripheral binding model, since the higher surface crowding ex-
pected in the presence of small [CL]/[M80A] should result in limited 
structural perturbations of M80A [5,51,65,79]. Therefore, it appears 
that under the SG scheme a different M80A-CL binding mechanism is 
operative, possibly the extended lipid anchorage model 
[29,35,39,49,73,75]. 

Indeed, the structural transformation occurring to CL-containing 
large unilamellar vesicles at increasing cytc/lipid ratio are indicative 
of a multi-phase process, involving the interaction of the protein with 
the lipid polar heads, its lipid anchorage on the membrane surface and 
an order/disorder transition of the CL acyl chains [57]. 

The close similarity between the wavelength of the Trp59 emission 
peak obtained for M80A with the LA CL addition scheme and those re-
ported for wt and mutated ycc bound to CL-containing vesicles 
[50,51,65] indicates that their heme environments feature similar po-
larities, which are intermediate between the highly polar environment 
of the folded M80A and the largely hydrophobic environment of the 
folded wt protein. Therefore, it appears that upon binding to large CL 
vesicles, wt ycc and M80A adopt similar conformations. This hypothesis 
is further confirmed by the appearance of the deep trough at 414 nm in 
the Soret CD spectra for [CL]/[M80A] ≥ 20.0 (Fig. 2d and Table 3), 
which matches the behavior reported for wt ycc and some of its KtoA 
mutants in similar conditions [51]. Since the Soret CD spectrum of cy-
tochrome c is heavily influenced by the internal electric field of the 
protein and by associated vibronic perturbations [5,44,130,131], the 
above-mentioned similarities strongly suggest that M80A and wt ycc 
feature similar heme environments in the presence of high CL to protein 
ratios. Since the CD couplet results from the splitting of the excited B- 
state [5,44,130,131], its presence indicates a rather asymmetric heme 
environment in both cases [51]. 

5. Conclusions 

This study sought to expand our understanding of the complex 
interplay of molecular factors controlling the interaction between cytc 

(caption on next column) 

Fig. 4. Changes in a) the extinction coefficient of the maximum of the Soret 
band, b) the peak-to-trough difference in the MCD signal associated with the 
Soret band and c) the intensity of the fluorescence emission observed for [CL]/ 
[M80A] from 0 to 60.0 for the M80A mutant of S. cerevisiae iso-1 ferricyto-
chrome c. Protein dilution after each CL addition was considered when calcu-
lating the ε404 and ΔΔε values as well as the changes in fluoresce emission. 
Solid lines are simply drawn through the data point to clarify the CL-induced 
changes and do not correspond to least squares fits. The red plots reported in 
a) and b) describe the changes in the extinction coefficient of the maximum of 
the Soret band at 407 nm and the peak-to-trough difference in the MCD signal 
associated with the Soret band observed for wild type S. cerevisiae iso-1 ferri-
cytochrome c, respectively (from ref. [39]). (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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and CL, by focusing on the role of the Fe − M80 axial bond. The 
comprehensive spectroscopic evidence presented demonstrates that 
M80A specifically binds to CL-containing membranes. Most impor-
tantly, the higher heme accessibility and lower structural stability of the 
mutant do not result in a significant alteration of the observed protein 
unfolding and heme ligation pattern compared to the wt protein in the 
same experimental conditions, thereby indicating that the Fe − M80 
axial bond exerts a limited influence on the cytc-CL interaction mech-
anism, which in turn is heavily dependent on the way CL and cytc are 
mixed. Hence, the molecular determinants of the cytc-CL interactions in 
the in vitro conditions employed are located outside the heme environ-
ment. Apparently the most notable effect of the M80A mutation is an 
easier insertion of the CL acyl chains into the protein hydrophobic core 
at low CL/cytc compared to wt ycc, resulting in an enhanced affinity of 
the mutant for CL. 
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